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Gold Coast Dress-Up Day
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Teams, dealer East, East-West vulnerable.
 ] K J 10 5
 [ K 5 3
 } J 10
 { Q 10 8 6
] 7 4 3  
[ —  
} K Q 8 7 6 3
{ A K J 9

WEST     NORTH EAST SOUTH
  3[ 3]
pass 4] all pass    

You, West, lead the {A: six - three - four. As you play 
low-like, you continue with the {K: eight - two - 
seven. East’s {3-then-{2 is discouraging. What do 
you play at trick 3?
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DEADLINE FOR 
JUNE EDITION

ADVERTISING: 18 MAY
ARTICLES: 15 MAY
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AGENTS FOR PLAYING CARDS 
100% PLASTIC 
SUPER CARDS 
Extra long life, 
non-slip, great 
value 
$3.95 per pack 
SUNSHINE 
CARDS 
20% LARGER PIPS 
Now our best selling card. 
Extra long life, non-slip. 
$3.95 per pack 
“Your 100% plastic Sunshine cards 
are great. How can you sell them so 
cheaply?” 

Matt Mullamphy, Harbourview 
Bridge Club 

PLASTIC COATED 
STANDARD PIPS 
Highest quality - twice the life of 
Queens Slipper and $0.90 
cheaper per pack, standard 
design 
$2.95 per pack 
“Paul Laving’s plastic coated cards 
certainly last longer than Queens 
Slipper and are popular with our 
members. The 20% larger index are 
especially favoured" 
Wilfred Tapiolas 
President Townsville Bridge Club 
Phone (07) 4431 2621 

SUNSHINE CARDS 
LARGE INDEX 
Now our best selling 
card is in plastic 
coated. 
20% larger pips 
$2.95 per pack 

QUEENS SLIPPER 
Traditional Aussie cards, the 
Queens Slipper cards we sell are 
guaranteed new 
$3.85 per pack 

CALLING US SAVES YOU 
TIME AND WE CAN MAKE 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

CLUB SUPPLIES 

BRIDGEMATES 

The table scoring system 
that has revolutionised 

bridge events worldwide 

SUPER BIDDING 
BOX (Set of 4) 
100% plastic bid 
cards for both right 
and left handed in 
red, blue or green. 
Discount for clubs. 
$59.95 Set of 4 

WORLD’S BEST 
DEALING MACHINE 

DEALER 4 $4895 plus delivery 
DEALER 4+ $5350 plus delivery 

Fully electronic, no barcodes. 
Preferred by the ABF, all state 
bodies and 16 out of 18 of the 
largest bridge clubs in Australia. 

Ask us for a free trial 

BID PAL BIDDING BOXES with 
lacquered bidding cards in black, 
green or red $34.95 Set of 4
Replacement bid cards available

DUPLICATE 
BOARDS 
Superior boards 
Open/close easily 
Don’t warp or bre ak, more plastic,
13 vibrant colours
$3.85 each 

“Please send only your Superior 
boards due to high failure rates of 
other brands”. 
Steve Ormerod, Buderim Contract 
Bridge Club

PLASTIC SYSTEM CARD COVERS 
Fit perfectly visible back and front 
For ABF online system card $1.00 
For ABF large system card $1.00 
For ABF small system card $1.00
Quantity discount for clubs 

COMPSCORE 3 

BIDDING SLIPS 
500 pages double- 
sided, 11x10 cm high 
quality chlorine-free 
paper. 

Great with Bridgemates and 
manages all your Masterpoint 
requirements $325 

AUSTRALIAN BRIDGE 
MAGAZINE $69.00 per 
year for 6 issues 
Novice Online Edition 
$25 per year for 6 issues 

Website: www.bridgegear.com.au Contact Paul 0408 888 085 15a Outlook Drive, Figtree NSW 2525 

$7.50 each down to $6.25 each 
for quantity
Australian beginners books 
for clubs and teachers -
35% discount plus postage 
All other books, including 
Audrey Grant, are 30% 
discount plus postage to 
clubs and teachers.

We are proud of the exceptional 
quality of our products and our 
competitive prices. 'A dollar 
saved is a dollar earned'

Matt Mullamphy,  
Harbour View Bridge Club



It has been a busy couple of months for the ABF 
since our last newsletter.

My congratulations to the QBA and especially Tim 
Runting and Kim Ellaway and their teams on another 
successful Gold Coast Congress. We were lucky with 
the weather this year and some of us were luckier 
than others at the table! Next year’s congress will 
be earlier in February due to the availability of the 
Conference Centre. We are hoping this offers an op-
portunity to our overseas players to join us for the 
Summer Festival in Canberra then do some touring 
before coming to the Gold Coast. The ABF hopes 
that Australian players will join us at both events as 
well.

I did receive some feedback regarding some over-
seas players in the Restricted sections being over-
qualified. The organisers work hard to validate en-
tries but unfortunately it is a very difficult task given 
we do not have access to overseas masterpoint da-
tabases and each country has its own masterpoint 
scheme. I have received some great constructive 
suggestions on how to deal with this issue and am 
working on trying to improve the situation for the 
future.

In March I visited Tasmania for the first time in over 
30 years to participate in the Tasmanian Festival of 
Bridge. The venue in Glenorchy just north of the city 
of Hobart is excellent. The room is spacious, well air- 
conditioned and has terrific lighting. And at lunch 
time you get to enjoy a stunning view over the Der-
went River. The TBA did a marvelous job organis-
ing the event and the only letdown was that there 
were not enough people interested in attending the 
Dinner on the Saturday night. If you haven’t been to 
the Festival before, I encourage you to try it in 2025 
and hopefully we can socialise over dinner as well.

In recent weeks we have revamped our Social Media 
presence on both Facebook and LinkedIn. I recom-
mend to everyone who uses these social media plat-
forms to follow the Australian Bridge Federation as 
it will be a way for us to keep you better informed 
between newsletters.

Many of you will know Jane Rasmussen, who has 
been the ABF’s Secretariat for many years. Jane is 
retiring in July this year, so we are in the process of 
making a few changes to the role and recruiting a 
replacement. The role can be performed either by 
working from home or be based in the ABF’s office 
in Canberra. It would suit someone who is looking 
for a part-time administrative role. More details are 
included in an advertisement on page 6.

Also in the newsletter (page 5) you will find more 
details regarding the online youth lessons that will 
be presented by Paul Marston during the month of 
May at a time that should work irrespective of where 
participants are in Australia. The link to the regis-
tration page is now open, so please let your young 
(14 to 24 years old) friends and relatives to know 
about this wonderful opportunity to learn the basics 
of bridge for free! We are reliant on the bridge play-
ers of Australia to promote these lessons so please, 
spread the word.

Finally, we have several events coming up in May 
and June that I hope you will have the opportunity 
to attend. In May we have the Autumn Nationals in 
Adelaide, the Barrier Reef Congress in Mackay and 
the River City Gold Mixed Pairs in Brisbane. And in 
June Melbourne will be hosting the Victor Champion 
Cup at Moonee Valley Racecourse. Happy bridging!
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Bridge is a fascinating game full of all sorts of people, 
of all ages, with different card-playing experiences 
and from all walks of life. Unfortunately, sometimes 
the other sides of people’s natures are revealed at 
the bridge table, and when we experience badly be-
haved players it can ruin our enjoyment of the game 
and often result in beginners not continuing to play. 
Like other sports, bridge has a clear set of rules and 
laws that we as players need to abide by. These rules 
are not a secret; we all have access to them. The rules 
ensure that the game is fair for everyone. We are 
not expected to memorise the entire Laws of Bridge, 
(unlike other games) or to interpret them and make 
decisions. However, we are expected to exercise 
our right to politely call the Director if we think a 
rule or law has been broken. A Director will pres-
ent the ruling, and as in any other game, we should 
not argue with their ruling. “The Laws are primarily 
designed not as a punishment for irregularities, but 
rather as redress for the rectification of situations 
where non-offenders may otherwise be damaged.”

Players often get upset if the opponents call the Di-
rector to the table, but this should not be the case. 
Calling the Director should not be interpreted as a 
personal insult, but as the correct avenue to ensure 
that the irregularity is sorted out fairly and in accor-
dance with the rules/laws. The Director’s job is to 
ensure that the play flows smoothly. They will deal 
with any infringements of the rules/laws that occur. 
The decisions of the Director should be followed 
and always respected. Unlike many other games, if 
you strongly disagree with the Director’s ruling, it is 
possible to challenge the decision. 

I have booked my flights and accommodation for 
the ANC in Orange in July. It will be a walk down 
memory lane for me as I first learned to play bridge 
in the regional town of Cobar. Before Orange, I will 
be playing the Barrier Reef in Mackay and the River 
City Gold in Brisbane. I look forward to seeing new 
faces and hearing your suggestions on matters re-
lating to the ABF.
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YOUR ACTION AFTER RHO OVERCALLS 3{ 
What would you call on the following hands, neither 
side vulnerable?

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 1] (3{) ?
 

1.  ] 6 5 3   [ Q J 5 2   } K J 6 2   { 4 3
2.  ] K J 9 4   [ 3 2   } Q 10 6 4   { 8 7 5
3.  ] Q J 9 7   [ K Q 6 4   } A 7 2   { 6 3
4.  ] Q 8 3   [ K 8 7 5   } A Q 5 2   { 6 4
5.  ] A 9 4 3   [ A K 10 5 4   } K J   { 6 5  
6.  ] J 8 2   [ A K 6 3   } A J 10 8 4   { 3
7.  ] 7 4   [ Q 9 7 2   } A Q J 9 5   { 7 5
8.  ] 8 6   [ A K 5 4   } A Q J 8 7   { 7 5
9.  ] 7 6   [ K J 7 6 4 3   } K 9 7   { J 2
10.  ] K Q J 2   [ A Q 6 5 4   } K Q 8 7   { —

SOLUTIONS
1. Pass. A 3] bid here would show a “good” 2] 
raise, 8-11 HCP or the equivalent. You have a poor 
7-count and 3] could well be too high. Your hand is 
much better on defence and it would not be sur-
prising if both 3{ and 3] were not making.

The 3{ bid took away a whole round of bidding and 
your partnership needs a revised plan of operation 
that fits in all the various hand-types. It makes sense 
that there is no bid available to show a poor raise to 
2].

2. 3]. You have only 6 HCP, but four good trumps 
and a hand that figures to fit well with partner’s hand. 
You should expect to make 3], and if partner carries 
on to 4] your four-card trump support, doubleton 
heart and }Q should make a welcome dummy.

3. 4]. Normally a jump to game over a 1[ or 1] 
opening would be preemptive but it is the oppo-
nents who are the preemptors in this auction. Your 
4] simply says you are bidding 4] to make, probably 
with a minimum opening bid.

4. 3]. You have a limit raise, top of the range, but just 
satisfy yourself with 3]. You have no tens or nines 
and the 3{ overcall indicates likely bad breaks so it is 
not the time to push to game.

5. 4{. The cue of opponent’s suit shows support and 
slam interest. With the limited number of bids avail-
able this is one of the few ways to show a strong 
hand, most likely with four-card trump support. Note 
4{ does not show a control in clubs, simply a good 
hand with fine trump support and at least mild slam 
interest.

6. 3}. Take the opportunity to show your strong side 
suit before showing your spade support. Opener now 
has a good picture of your hand – a sound opening 
with a good diamond suit and three-card spade sup-
port. On a good day opener will rebid 3[, which fig-
ures to be a better trump suit than spades. Now you 
could cue 4{ to show your heart support with a club 
control.

On a better day opener has a great hand with dia-
mond support and your side bids slam or grand slam 
in diamonds.

7. Double. A negative double, at this level guarantee-
ing the two unbid suits. If opponents now continue 
with 4{ or 5{ opener will be able to choose whether 
to compete in one of your suits.

If the overcall were a jump to 3[ or 3] over 1{ or 1} 
then double would show the other major rather than 
the other two suits.

8. 3}. With such a strong hand it is recommended 
to start by bidding  your long suit rather than make 
a negative double. Perhaps you can make slam in 
hearts or diamonds, but you need to start by show-
ing a good hand with 5+ diamonds.

9. Pass. You are not strong enough for a free bid of 
3[. I have often seen good players make a negative 
double with this type of hand. The problem is that 
if opponents now bid 4{ or 5{ your partner can’t 
compete in hearts or diamonds in case you have a 
hand like this.

10. 5{. Exclusion Keycard Blackwood, asking for key-
cards excluding clubs, where presumably you are 
void. If opener shows one keycard with 5[ you will 
sign off in 6]. If opener bids 5] (two keycards and 
no ]Q) you will bid 5NT asking for specific kings. If 
opener now bids 6[ showing [K you can bid 7] with 
complete confidence.

BRIDGE INTO THE 
21st CENTURY 

by Paul Lavings, paul@bridgegear.com
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To place your order or talk to one of the Daisy team, please visit: daisypoolcovers.com.au/D1352

or email sales@daisypoolcovers.com.au or call 1300 55 18 11 and quote promo number D1352. 

Daisy Pool Covers are the proud sponsor of the Joan Prince Memorial 
Swan River Swiss Pairs and the Australian National Congress.

As a supporter of these events and the ABF,  
Daisy Pool Covers are offering  

10% off all Daisy products for ABF members. 

SAVE more of 
the sun’s warmth. 
Warms your pool 
by up to 8˚C for 

free.

SAVE on 
chemicals. 

Reduce salt and 
chemical use by 

up to 50%.

SAVE on water, 
up to 10,000L 

per month. 
Improves water 

retention.

SAVE on time. 
Rolls off and on in 

30 seconds.

SAVE on heat 
loss. 

Reduced heating 
costs and heat 

loss.

SAVE on 
evaporation. 

Reduces 
evaporation 

by 99%.

SAVE on 
cleaning. 

Helps keep out 
dirt and leaves.

SAVE money. 
Higher quality. 
Better design. 
Lasts longer.

BENEFITS OF A DAISY POOL COVER



The 2024 Gold Coast Congress was once again an 
incredible event, a highlight for the year. I missed 
out last year with the limited entry availability, so 
was delighted to be back at Broadbeach. I played 
with David Gue on team HAFFER featuring Joe 
Haffer, Ron Cooper and the Bobby Richman Open 
Pairs champions Ella Jacob and Phil Markey. 

Here are some slams we bid from the Teams qualify-
ing, all in the same match!

Board 11. Dealer South. Neither side vulnerable.
 ] Q 6 5 4 3

[ 9 6 3
} 9 8 4 2

 { 4  
] 8   ] A 10 7
[ A K Q J 5 4  [ 2
} K Q 6   } A 5 3
{ A Q 9   { K J 10 7 6 2
 ] K J 9 2

[ 10 8 7
} J 10 7

 { 8 5 3

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
2{ pass 3{  pass
4{  pass 4} RKCB pass
5{  pass 7NT all pass

Imagine my shock when I picked up the East cards 
and partner opened 2{! Two aces and a decent six- 
card club suit was more than enough for a 3{ bid. 
Partner did well to set trumps with 4{, making it 
easy for me to check on keycards then bid grand. 
Gue was a bit embarrassed to fess up to only 2½ 
keycards, but was pleasantly surprised to hear that 
that was enough for grand! 

Out of 148 tables, 59 got to grand with 26 in the 
highest scoring 7NT. Without agreeing a fit early, it’s 
conceivable to not have access to Blackwood, which 
may be why many pairs missed a grand slam with 16 
top tricks available.

2024 Gold Coast Congress

Gold Coast Teams semi-
finallist JOSHUA TOMLIN 
reports on a slam-centred 

match from the Open 
Teams qualifying rounds

Board 8. Dealer West. Neither side vulnerable.
 ] 8 6 5

[ Q 5 2
} K 5 4

 { J 10 6 3  
] A K Q 9 3   ] 7
[ 3   [ A K 10 9 6 4
} A J 10 2   } Q 9 6 3
{ A 4 2   { 8 5
 ] J 10 4 2

[ J 8 7
} 8 7

 { K Q 9 7

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
1] pass 1NT pass
3} pass 4} pass
4[ 1 pass 4] 2 pass
4NT 3 pass 5[ 4 pass
6} all pass
1. Kickback.
2. One keycard.
3. Asking for the queen of trumps.
4. Trump queen plus the [K.

With working cards, ruffing values and a potential 
source of tricks I decided to make a forward-going 
4} bid. With lots of controls and his own source of 
tricks, partner proceeded to check on keycards and 
bid slam.

The {J lead went to the ace, followed by two rounds 
of spades pitching a club. Gue ruffed a club, then 
played two rounds of hearts pitching a spade. He 
now ruffed the third round of hearts with the }10, 
ruffed his last club and played another heart in the 
below position.

 ] 8
 [ —
 } K 5 4
 { 10
] Q 9   ] —
[ —   [ 10 9 6
} A J 2   } Q 9
{ —   { —
 ] J 10
 [ —
 } 8 7
 { K

South ruffed the heart with the }8 and Gue over-
ruffed with the }J. Now North is helpless. If he dis-
cards declarer can ruff a spade, ruff a heart with 
the }A, then score the }Q en passant at trick 12. 
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Instead, North overruffed the }J with the }K and 
exited a spade, hoping to tap dummy if his partner 
held the ]Q. Gue won the queen, then drew trumps 
ending in dummy and scored a high heart for his 
twelfth trick.

Last board of the set, fourth seat unfavourable you 
pick up

] A K Q 5   [ A 10 8   } 10   { K J 9 8 5

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
1[  5}  pass  ?

Your call?

If partner has only has AKQ to seven diamonds 
and out for their unfavourable 5} overcall, then we 
have 12 top tricks on a non club lead. I think they 
are never leading a club on this auction, but even 
if they do, partner could easily have a singleton or 
the {Q could be onside. If partner is missing the ace 
of trumps then I would expect him to have the club 
ace given the vulnerability. I know my partner’s 5m 
preempting style is more aggressive than most, but 
we don’t mess around vulnerable, so I talked myself 
into bidding 6}. This was the full layout:

Board 3. Dealer South. East-West vulnerable.
 ] 10 7 6 3 2

[ K Q 9
} 8 3

 { 10 4 3
] J 8 4   ] A K Q 5
[ —   [ A 10 8
} A Q 9 7 6 5 4 2  } 10
{ 7 6   { K J 9 8 5
 ] 9

[ J 7 6 5 4 3 2
} K J

 { A Q 2

Sure enough the defence led the [K and as you can 
see partner has the bare minimum. Gue won the 
[A and with the doubleton }K onside, brought the 
slam home quickly. “Everything works for them!” an 
amused South exclaimed as he put his cards away.

After the 12 rounds of Swiss, the top six teams qual-
ified to play the final. My team was never in the top 
six until the last round, where we shot up to third! 
The top two qualifiers were fast-tracked straight 
to the semi-final, while seeds 3-6 played a two-set 
quarter-final called the ‘Round of Four’. 

Not liking any of our options, we chose to play team 
BEAUCHAMP (David Beauchamp, Avinash Kanetkar, 
Sophie Ashton, David Wiltshire). Unfortunately there 
was no VuGraph, and some scoring software issues 
meant that there were no online results until the end 
of the day, so here is a recap of some of the excite-

ment in our match. After the first set we were down 
25 imps, so we went into the second set needing 
some good scores.

Board 15. Dealer South. North-South vulnerable.
 ] 8 4

[ 10 9 6
} J 10 6 2

 { A 9 7 6  
] Q J 7 5   ] A K 6
[ 5   [ A K J 8 2
} Q 9 8 7   } A 5 3
{ Q 8 5 2   { 10 3
 ] 10 9 3 2

[ Q 7 4 3
} K 4

 { K J 4

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
Wiltshire Tomlin Ashton Gue
pass  pass  pass  1[
pass  1]  pass  2NT
pass  3NT  all pass

After this auction, Gue found the inspired lead of the 
{K. When this held he continued with the {J to the 
queen, ace and ten! I switched to a heart which ran 
round to the queen, and he played the {4 through 
dummy’s 85 sitting under my 97 for one off.

The {J opening lead would have been a more swift 
kill with the defence taking four tricks off the top, 
although it would be more difficult for me to read. 
The last thing partner wants is for me to hop up with 
the {A and try shifting to another suit. It also looks 
unnecessary to start with the {J while holding all the 
outside entries. On this hand, it turns out that even 
on a different lead there is still time to switch to the 
{J later.

Board 23. Dealer South. Both sides vulnerable.
 ] J 10

[ K 4 2
} Q 10 9 5 2

 { A K 10  
] 9 6 5 3 2   ] A 8
[ A J 7 6   [ Q 10 9 8 5
} 3   } A K 8 7 4
{ 8 3 2   { 9
 ] K Q 7 4

[ 3
} J 6

 { Q J 7 6 5 4

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
pass  pass  1} 1  1[
dbl  3[  pass  4[ 
all pass
1. 5+ diamonds or 4441.
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A trump lead from South is the only way to beat 4[ 
double dummy since it cuts down on the crossruff, 
however Gue made the natural lead of the }J – his 
partner’s suit. Declarer won the }A and ruffed a di-
amond. Best would have been to cash the }K first, 
although this risks being ruffed by South. She con-
tinued with a spade to the ace and another diamond 
ruff on which Gue pitched a low club. Now declarer 
ducked a spade. Gue overtook with the ]Q to play 
a heart through dummy. Declarer rose ace and led a 
third spade in the following position:

 ] —
 [ K 4
 } Q 10
 { A K 10
] 9 6 5   ] —
[ J   [ Q 10 9 8
} —   } K 8
{ 8 3 2   { 9
 ] K 7
 [ —
 } —
 { Q J 7 6 5

Declarer has taken five tricks already. If I ruff high 
she can pitch a loser and claim four more trump 
tricks and the }K. If I pitch a diamond she ruffs, then 
plays a trump and claims with the }8 setting up for 
her tenth trick. 

If I pitch a small club she ruffs, then ruffs a diamond, 
but when she tries to ruff a spade back to hand I can 
pitch a diamond. Now she cannot cash the }K and 
cannot draw trumps without getting tapped out. 
However, instead of ruffing a spade back to hand 
she can get off dummy with a club. When I win this, 

she has time to cash her }K and claim only one more 
trump loser. Instead, I pitched the {A. That way I can 
let partner win the club exit so that he can tap de-
clarer with the fourth round of spades while I pitch 
my last diamond.

In the above seven-card ending, declarer can still 
make by cashing the }K before ruffing a diamond, 
however this requires guessing the trump layout. At 
the table she ruffed a diamond without cashing the 
king, then played a spade off dummy, on which I 
pitched a diamond as planned. She ruffed and led 
her second last trump. I won with the [K, cashed the 
{A, then played another club which promoted my 
last trump for the setting trick.

With 69 imps flung over the last 14 boards (roughly 
5 imps per board), we ended up winning the match 
by 8 imps. The above deal was the second-last board 
of the match and gained us 12 imps to put us ahead. 
Unfortunately we lost our semi-final to the DALLEY 
team (Arlene Dalley, Ashley Bach, Tony Nunn, Paul 
Dalley) who dominated the qualifying, finishing 13 
VPs in front of second place. DALLEY went on to play 
WARE in a final that came down to the last board. 
Congratulations to Michael Ware, Brian Mace, Hugh 
McGann, Tom Jacob, Pete Hollands and Matthew 
Thomson on their victory and their impressive per-
formance throughout the event.
Winners of the Gold Coast Theme Day (front cover  
photos by Anne Russell):
1st: The Shuttle Cocks (Bigi Cameron, Tim Tigter,  
Rochelle van Heuven, on ground Emma Russell)
2nd: Grand Slam Ball (Ruth Hemmerling, Kate Hartley,  
William Morgan & Peter Wilson)
3rd: The Jockey (Julia Caldwell) and The Trick Tricks (Dina 
Charpentier, Val Smith Mary-Lou Dwyer, Annie Dennis)

The Real Deal  
Workout  

with 
Ron Klinger

Now available at:  
www.ronklingerbridge.com

Bridge questions and answers emailed 
to you and featuring deals from actual 

events, local and overseas.

Details and samples available on the  
website. To subscribe, please contact:

suzie@ronklingerbridge.com
Subscriptions ($69 per year or $129 for two years) at 

www.australianbridge.com/subscribe.htm  
or contact Brad on 0412 335 840  

or email mail@australianbridge.com.

Australian Bridge will keep you up to 
date with the bridge community, and 
provide you with ideas to improve 
your game from the best writers.
• Regular columns from David Bird, 
Andrew Robson, Ron Klinger, Larry 
Cohen, Tim Bourke and Paul Lavings.
• Improve your skills with articles 
and quizzes for players of all levels.
• Compete with the experts in our 
bidding forum and bidding challenge 
features.
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Hobart turned on four days of sparkling autumn 
sunshine for this year’s Tasmanian Festival of Bridge, 
held at the MyState Bank Arena on the banks of the 
Derwent River. Although the competition took us 
underground into a spacious, well-ventilated play-
ing area, in all the breaks between sessions players 
had the chance to relax in the fresh air of Elwick 
Bay’s recreation area. Some players might even have 
looked up long enough from their hand records to 
notice the picturesque scenery!

As well as solid support from local players, this annual 
Tasmanian event attracts players from all states and 
territories. This year about 300 players competed 
across five events, with NSW, the ACT and Victoria 
particularly well represented. While the festival used 
to alternate between Hobart and Launceston, since 
COVID it appears to have settled in Hobart, where 
the organisers, led by Katherine Marsden, did an 
impressive job converting a basketball court into a 
well-managed playing area. Players were well looked 
after by the directors Simon Edler and Hugh Grosve-
nor and an army of willing and responsive caddies. 
Differing starting times across the four days added 
extra excitement to the challenge of getting all play-
ers in their seats for the first board of the day.

The Australian Mixed Swiss Pairs had a field of 24 
with most of the country’s top mixed pairs partici-
pating. Playing in a relatively new partnership, Pele 
Rankin and I were helped to our win by two slam 
hands where the significant swings could have easily 
gone the other way.

Board 4-10. Dealer East. Both sides vulnerable.
 ] 10 9 7
 [ J
 } A K Q 10 8 2  
 { Q 10 7  
] Q J 4 3   ] 8 2
[ K 10   [ Q 9 6 5 4 2
} J 9 7 4   } 5 3
{ 8 4 3   { J 9 2
 ] A K 6 5
 [ A 8 7 3
 } 6
 { A K 6 5

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
  pass 1{
pass 1} pass 1[
pass 1] pass 2]
pass 3NT pass 4NT
pass 6{ all pass

While bridge textbooks warn against shortening the 
long trump hand, in this case that was a misplaced 
concern. On a trump lead, declarer played three 
rounds of diamonds. When the third round was 
ruffed, the contract had no play and drifted down 
two. The swing could easily have gone to our op-
ponents had declarer realized that even if diamonds 
were 3-3, clubs still needed to be 3-3 to allow access 
to the diamond winners. A better line was to play the 
}A and ruff a diamond in hand. Declarer could then 
draw trumps ending in dummy to run the diamonds.

An even better line is to cash the {AK and play a 
diamond to the ten. If that wins, you no longer need 
the clubs to be 3-3 to make 12 tricks.

The second slam swing resulted from what seemed 
like a reasonable lead against our 6{ contract.

Board 8-21. Dealer North. NS vulnerable.
 ] K 10
 [ A Q 7
 } K J 10 8
 { 10 9 4 2
] A J 7 3 2   ] Q 9 8 6 4
[ J 9 5 3 2   [ K 10 8 6 4
} A Q   } 9
{ Q   { 6 3
 ] 5
 [ —
 } 7 6 5 4 3 2
 { A K J 8 7 5

2024 Tasmanian Festival
GEORGE KOZAKOS reports on two of the 

events from last month’s Tasmanian Festival 
of Bridge. With partner Pele Rankin (pictured 
receiving one of their two trophies), they won 

both the Open Pairs and the Mixed Pairs.
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WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 1} 2} 3]
4} pass 4] 5{
5] dbl pass 6{
all pass

On a heart lead Pele pitched her losing spade, 
making 12 tricks after drawing trumps and leading a 
diamond. While the heart lead seemed indicated as 
declarer was likely to be void in spades, on further 
analysis, it would only work if partner had the [A as 
the defence has a known ten-card heart fit. The de-
fence could have claimed the swing if they’d banked 
on us being unlikely to have bid a slam missing three 
aces and led the ]A.

After eight of nine matches, Ella Jacob and Joshua 
Tomlin, who had led from Match 2, were leading 
on 101.42 VP at the top of a tight leader board. Six 
other pairs were within reach, from second placed 
Pauline Gumby and Warren Lazer on 97.27 VP down 
to seventh-placed Jeanette Reitzer and Matt Smith 
on 93.89 VP. Pele and I were in fourth place on 96.65 
VP.

Part of our eventual 18-imp win in the last match 
came from a 9-imp pickup for making 3NT here:

Board 9-26. Dealer East. Both sides vulnerable.
 ] J 8 6
 [ J 10 5 4 3
 } 8 2  
 { J 8 2  
] K Q 9 4   ] A 5 3
[ K 7 6   [ 9 2
} K 7   } A J 10 9 6 3
{ A 10 4 3   { 7 6
 ] 10 7 2  
 [ A Q 8  
 } Q 5 4  
 { K Q 9 5

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
  pass pass
1NT pass 3NT all pass

On the 4[ lead, South won the ace and continued 
with queen and another heart, keen to give part-
ner the good news about the hearts. However, as 
South had a sure entry in dummy’s long diamond 
suit, South should play the queen at trick one to 
force declarer to win the king while the defence still 
has heart communication. After Pele won the third 
round of hearts and took the losing diamond finesse 
to South’s }Q, she made ten tricks as South had no 
more hearts.

The final placings were:  
 1 Pele Rankin - George Kozakos  112.15 
 2 Jeanette Reitzer - Matt Smith  109.91  
 3 Ella Jacob - Joshua Tomlin  109.44 
 4 Giselle Mundell - Andrew Peake  107.60

The weekend event, the TBIB Australian Swiss Pairs, 
had a field of 90 pairs including Ron Klinger and 
Avi Kanetkar, Pauline Gumby and Warren Lazer, Ian 
Thomson and Tony Liebowitz, Nigel Rosendorff and 
Peter Reynolds.

Pele and I started well with a 16-imp win against Bob 
Gallus and George Lovrecz, helped by 12 imps from 
unusual high-level decisions by both sides. 

Board 1-4. Dealer West. Both sides vulnerable.
 ] K Q 2
 [ Q
 } A K J 10 8 4  
 { A J 8  
] 8   ] A J 5 3
[ A K J 10 8 7 6 4 3  [ 2
} —   } Q 9 5 3 2
{ K 10 4   { Q 7 5
 ] 10 9 7 6 4  
 [ 9 5  
 } 7 6  
 { 9 6 3 2

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
4[ dbl pass 4]
5[ 5] all pass

When Bob Gallus continued with 5[, vulnerable, I 
bid 5] without any real confidence that it would 
make. 5] escaped being doubled and when the 
defence did not switch to clubs at trick two, it was 
only down two. That was worth 12 imps as 5[ makes 
easily, with 12 tricks possible with careful play.

Pele and I led after an 11-imp win in Match 4 against 
Pauline Gumby and Waren Lazer, the eventual run-
ners up by a mere 0.76 VP. The match swung on this 
deal, where the opening lead determined whether Restricted Swiss Pairs winners Seb Wright and Jeremy Reid
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our 3NT made with an overtrick for +11 imps or was 
down two for -7 imps.

Board 4-6. Dealer East. East-West vulnerable.
 ] K 10 9 8 7 4
 [ 6 3
 } K Q  
 { 4 3 2  
] Q 6   ] 3
[ A K J 9 4   [ 8 2
} A 9 4 3   } 8 7 6
{ Q 8   { A K J 10 9 7 6
 ] A J 5 2  
 [ Q 10 7 5  
 } J 10 5 2  
 { 5

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
  3{ pass
3[ pass 3NT all pass

Pele and I had not discussed the meaning of 3NT 
in this auction but luck was running with us. 3NT 
made ten tricks on a diamond lead. There is a good 
case for leading the ]A which would have result-
ed in down two. Later we agreed that after hearts 
were not raised we should have reached 5{ as 3NT 
should be denying a fit rather than suggesting a 
final contract.

We were placed either first or second from that 
point, fortunately maintaining good defence against 
some very experienced opponents. In Match 6 we 
defended 1NT against Nigel Rosendorff and Peter 
Reynolds on Board 26:

Board 6-26. Dealer East. Both sides vulnerable.
 ] Q 6 5 3
 [ A J 2
 } 9 6 5  
 { 9 8 6  
] K 9 7 2   ] A J 8 4
[ 8 7 6   [ 9 5 3
} A Q J 4   } 7
{ Q 2   { A 7 5 4 3
 ] 10  
 [ K Q 10 4  
 } K 10 8 3 2  
 { K J 10

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
  pass pass
1} pass 1] pass
1NT all pass

Pele led the [7 (MUD), won by dummy’s ace. I en-
couraged with the [3, as it wasn’t clear which suit 
we should be attacking, and hearts was declarer’s 
communication suit. Nigel ran the }9 to Pele’s }J 

and Pele continued with the [8. Nigel won the [J 
and played another diamond on which I discarded 
the {7, discouraging. Pele won the }Q and accu-
rately switched to a low spade. We then played three 
rounds of spades ending in my hand, with Nigel 
pitching a diamond, heart and club. I now exited a 
heart and we endplayed declarer, forcing him to lead 
clubs from hand resulting in down three, -300 for a 
5-imp pickup for us.

Playing against Ron Klinger and Avi Kanetkar, what 
would you bid in this position:

] 8 6 5 3   [ A K 8   } Q 7 5 4   { K 9 

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
   pass
1{ 1] dbl 2}
pass pass ?

I had no clear bid over 2} with my 12-count oppo-
site an opening bid. I knew we did not have a fit and 
3NT was unlikely given my four small spades, and so 
I passed out 2}, despite our known 24+ HCP. 

Board 10-7. Dealer South. Both sides vulnerable.
 ] A K J 10
 [ 10 9 3
 } 10 9  
 { 8 5 4 3  
] Q 9 7 4   ] 8 6 5 3
[ Q J 6   [ A K 8
} A 3   } Q 7 5 4
{ A 10 6 2   { K 9
 ] 2  
 [ 7 5 4 2  
 } K J 8 6 2  
 { Q J 7

Pele led the [Q which I overtook to play king and 
another club. After Pele gave me a club ruff and we 
took our heart tricks and waited for our diamond 
tricks, resulting in down three and a 10-imp pickup.

The final placings were: 
 1 Pele Rankin - George Kozakos  149.06 
 2 Pauline Gumby - Warren Lazer  148.30 
 3 Avi Kanetkar - Ron Klinger  144.53 
 4 Nigel Rosendorff - Peter Reynolds  142.49

The sun was still shining (perhaps it always is when 
you win) when we emerged from the prize-giving on 
Sunday afternoon. My wife and I topped off a de-
lightful five-day stay with yet another excellent sea-
food meal, this time at Mures Upper Deck at Victoria 
Wharf. Highly recommended! We’ve already booked 
our accommodation for next year (the event runs 
from Thursday 20 to Sunday 23 March 2025), keen 
to defend this year’s hard-won titles and enjoy again 
Hobart’s many attractions.
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MYABF UPDATE
with Julian Foster

Some statistics
Over 21,000 ABF numbers are now set up in myABF. 
About 11,500 are “registered users” (i.e. have signed 
up themselves), the other 9,500 are “unregistered 
users” (i.e. have been added by their club as a 
member but have not signed up for their own ac-
count). If you are among the latter you may find 
your club issues you with an invite to sign up – it’s 
very easy to do so and gives you access to enter and 
pay for events online and, if your club offers it, po-
tentially pay for club sessions through myABF as well.

A regular concern expressed by players is making 
online payments with their card and potentially 
saving it to set up “automatic top-up”. Rest assured 
the ABF never sees or stores your card details – all 
card information is handled securely through Stripe, 
the online payment provider that myABF links with 
(Stripe is one of the largest such providers in the 
world, similar to PayPal). What’s more, at the time 
of writing, 42,775 payments have been made by 
players through myABF using Stripe with total value 
of $5.442 million. It’s continuing to grow as well – 
January 2024 had 3,020 transactions which was the 
highest monthly figure since myABF launched. 

What are we currently doing?
At present our focus is still mainly on Club Adminis-
tration – we are working on enhancing the email and 
member/contact management systems for clubs.

Tips and tricks
PAYMENT FOR CLUB SESSIONS – AND HOW TO 
CHANGE YOUR CARD DETAILS
Several more clubs have started using myABF to take 
table money payments for their club sessions. That 
has meant more players have been setting up “Auto 
top-up” – i.e. enabling their bridge credits account 
to operate like a public transport card which auto-
matically tops up by the amount they set once it 
drops below $20. This feature makes paying for your 
bridge so convenient – both for you and for your 
club. 

But one thing several players have been asking is 
how to update their saved card details if they change 
cards or after their current one expires. It’s done via 
your Bridge Credits statement – there is an Update 
button right next to where your automatic top up 
details are displayed:

Click that button and you will be taken to a screen 
where you can change either the amount you want 
your account to be topped up by each time, or your 
card details, or both.

        

PASSWORD RESETS – BUT HAVE YOU ACTUALLY 
SIGNED UP IN THE FIRST PLACE?
Periodically we get support requests from players 
saying either that we must have the wrong email for 
them, or that they have tried to reset their password 
but the reset email isn’t arriving.

Upon investigation, surprisingly often the reason is 
that the player doesn’t actually have a myABF account 
in the first place. Hence they don’t have a password 
to reset!

If you aren’t sure whether you have registered for 
myABF one way of checking is to try and sign up again 
– the system will advise you if your ABF number is 
already registered.

To do that access myABF from the ABF website: 

Either from the very top right corner:

Or from the link on the right hand side: 
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Click the Sign Up at the top: 

Then in the Sign Up screen key in your ABF number 
and put your curser in the email box. If you are al-
ready registered you will get an error message at 
this point:

If you are not already registered, your name will be 
populated automatically from the ABF masterpoint 
centre records and you can now complete the one-
off sign up process by adding your email address 
and creating a password.

If you are already registered then there will be an-
other reason why you are not getting a password 
reset email. Four possibilities are:

• Your account was set up but never activated (an 
activation link is sent upon initial creation).

• The email address in your account is different 
from the one you are keying in when trying to 
do the reset. Have you changed email since you 
registered? Did someone else register for you?

• The email is going to spam (always check this – it 
varies by email provider).

• Your email is on a “suppression” list – either 
because something bounced or because you 
flagged it as spam at some point.

myABF support can help in these instances.

Julian Foster, MYABF Project Manager  
julian.foster@abf.com.au

Call Travelrite International: 1800 630 343 (Opt 1) 
or email: sales@travelrite.com.au

For a detailed 
brochure:

Fully escorted by renowned Bridge instructor and cruise host Gary Brown

LOTS OF BRIDGE!

14 to 30 Oct, 2024

JAPAN TO SINGAPORE CRUISEJAPAN TO SINGAPORE CRUISEJAPAN TO SINGAPORE CRUISE
Visiting Kyoto, Tokyo, 
Kagoshima, Japan; Taiwan; 
Hong Kong; Hue, Vietnam 
and Singapore

Great cruise inclusions...
• 11 night Celebrity Millennium Cruise
• Sightseeing tours in the ports of call
• Return economy-class flights
• Two nights in Kyoto
• Bullet Train between Kyoto and Tokyo
• One night in Tokyo
• One night in Singapore

Join OZ Bridge Travel and Gary Brown aboard Celebrity Millennium for the

f f

Tokyo
Kyoto

Osaka

TaipeiHong Kong

Hue

Singapore

Kagoshima

Start
Ends
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MACKAY CONTRACT 
BRIDGE CLUB

PRESENTS

           28TH BARRIER REEF CONGRESS
  3 - 6 MAY 2024

     VENUE: 500 PAVILION, THE SHOWGROUNDS

                  MILTON ST MACKAY QUEENSLAND

Chief Director: Jan Peach | Senior Director: Peter Busch
Tournament Organiser: Diane Morgan 0427 574 328 | 07 4951 2147  

 Email: brc2024mky@gmail.com



Teams. East dealer. East-West vulnerable.
 ] K J 10 5
 [ K 5 3
 } J 10
 { Q 10 8 6
] 7 4 3  
[ —  
} K Q 8 7 6 3
{ A K J 9

WEST     NORTH EAST SOUTH
  3[ 3]
pass 4] all pass    

You, West, lead the {A: six - three - four. As you play 
low-like, you continue with the {K: eight - two - 
seven. East’s {3-then-{2 is discouraging. What do 
you play at trick 3?

This deal (2021 USA Trials Selection for the 2022 
World Open Teams) was nominated for the 2022 
Defence of the Year.  

West dealer. North-South vulnerable.
 ] K J 10 5
 [ K 5 3
 } J 10
 { Q 10 8 6
] 7 4 3   ] —
[ —   [ Q 10 8 7 6 4 2
} K Q 8 7 6 3  } A 9 5 4  
{ A K J 9   { 3 2
 ] A Q 9 8 6 2
 [ A J 9
 } 2
 { 7 5 4

Joe Grue (East) opened 3[, South bid 3] and North 
4], all pass. Brad Moss (West) led the {K: six - three 

- four. East-West play low-like, but with no trumps, 
East did not want to encourage clubs. West cashed 
{A: eight - two - seven. In theory, East’s {3-then-{2 
showed an odd number, but with {5-3-2, East would 
have played the {5 at trick 1 as a more emphatic 
way of denying interest in clubs. 

Realising East had no trumps and was out of clubs, 
West switched to the }Q, ostensibly denying the }K. 
East won and, placing South with the }K, switched to 
a heart as another diamond was futile. West ruffed. 
One down!

N
W       E

S

DECEIVING PARTNER

IMPROVE YOUR 
DEFENCE

with Ron Klinger
Solution to problem on page 2 

Stay where you play 

Reasonably priced accommodation  
available 

Book your accommodation and 
flights as soon as possible as 
Darwin is very busy in August 

 

Territory Gold 
Bridge Festival 

 
 

 

at the  

DoubleTree by Hilton Esplanade, Darwin 
 

Wednesday 28th August – Sunday 1st September 2024 
 

All events with Gold Masterpoints, Cash & Voucher Prizes 
 

   
 

 
 
 

 
 

Chief Tournament Director:  Matthew McManus 

Tournament Organiser: Pam Nunn 0402 852 820   
 tgbf@abf.com.au 

      

For more information, session 
times, entries and 

accommodation options etc visit 
www.myabf.com.au 
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The traditional method of  
teaching bridge is a spoken  
lesson followed, for the rest  
of the time, by prepared  
hands for bidding and  
playing. When I started  
teaching bridge 45 years  
ago, I did just that, but I  
soon realised there had to  
be a better way. 

I now do a spoken lesson for 15 to 30 minutes. For 
the next 30 to 45 minutes there are intensive exer-
cises on the topic of the day, then it’s a 15-minute 
tea break followed by an hour of random hands with 
post mortems. The class is in four stages and the 
students enjoy the variety. 

The unique part of my classes is the ‘exercise’. If the 
topic is card play, then the exercise is ‘play only’; 
if the topic is bidding, it’s usually ‘bid only’. The 
random hands in the second half of the class revise 
all the lessons that have gone before and, if I teach 
something which doesn’t come up in my random 
hands, it wasn’t that important anyway. 

In the December 2022 issue I introduced my bidding 
tents which are a very efficient way of practising the 
uncontested auction. However, these tents are not 
suitable for the contested auction, which is a huge 
part of bidding. 

For contested auctions, I use prepared hands in 
boards. These are bid in the normal way but not 
played – that would take far too long, and is a dis-
traction from the topic, which is bidding. After bid-
ding the hand without discussion, they lay out the 
cards on the table as four dummy hands and com-
pare their bidding (recorded on the yellow pages – 
see June 2021 issue) with the recommended bidding 
on the traveller (see example on the right). 

BID ONLY HANDS (FOR COMPETITIVE AUCTIONS)

TEACHING 
TIPS

with Ian Dalziel

Each bid is explained and all possible contracts are 
worked out by computer analysis and shown on the 
top right of the traveller. In this example EW can 
make 1{, 1}, 5[ and 1NT, while NS can make 1]. If 
a likely contract makes six tricks or less, I show the 
tricks instead – thus 3t means North-South make 
only three tricks in notrumps. The students can see 
how many tricks can be made in whatever contract is 
reached – and those not reached. There is no need to 

 ] Q J x
 [ A x
 } 10 x x x
 { A Q x x
] x   ] A x x
[ J x x x   [ K Q 10 9 x x
} K Q x x   } A J
{ 10 9 x x   { K x
 ] K 10 9 x x x
 [ x
 } x x x
 { J x x

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 1NT dbl 1 2] 2

pass pass 3[ 3 pass
4[ 4 pass pass pass

(1) Double 1NT with all hands of 15+ points.

(2) Weak takeout and rescue bid.

(3) They have escaped the double so go after  
your own contract.

(4) 8 points in support of hearts, if partner can 
go alone to 3[ you can raise to 4[.

East makes 4[ with an overtrick.  
1NT doubled by North is four off, but 2]  
by South is only one off and might make.

  { } [  ] NT
NS    - - - 1  3t
EW  1  1  5  -  1

Set 1
Board 1
N/Nil
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Letter to  
the editor

Ethics to be congratulated and emulated

Pamela and I played against Caroline and Murray 
Wiggins at the Gold Coast Congress. Caroline usual-
ly directs here, but this year she wanted to play, and 
she was dummy on this interesting deal:

Reg and Joan Trophy, Day 1, Round 6. 
Board 21. Dealer North. North-South vulnerable.

 ] 5
 [ A 10 3
 } A 9 8 6 5 2
 { 6 4 2  
] 9   ] A Q 7 2
[ K 2   [ Q J 9 8 6
} K Q J 7   } —
{ K Q J 8 7 3  { A 10 9 5
 ] K J 10 8 6 4 3
 [ 7 5 4
 } 10 4 3
 { —

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 pass 1[ 2]
3{ alerted pass 3}  pass
4NT  pass 5]  pass
6} dbl all pass

Playing Acol, West’s 3{ bid was alerted by East as  
asking for more information about opener’s hand. 
East’s 3} was intended as artificial, showing five 
hearts and a non-minimum. 4NT was RKCB, and 5] 
was two aces and one queen. 6} was to play.

6} was a total misfit and declarer went for a tele-
phone number. 6{ is cold. 6[ is probably two off if 
we get the defense right. 

I asked Caroline why she bid 6} and not 6{? She 
replied she had unauthorised information from the 
alert, as 3{ was natural.

I said rebidding 6{ would not have bothered Pamela 
and me. Caroline responded, “No, but it would have 
bothered me.”

I was now regretting my double; an ethical bid like 
6} does not deserved to be punished.

This was extremely ethical of Caroline. She has always 
been a very good director.

James Evans, Queensland

play the hand. The traveller is A6 size so four hands 
can be printed on an A4 page. Small cards are usu-
ally shown by an ‘x’ as this makes the hands easier 
to make up. 

The hands are self-teaching and discussion among 
the students is both helpful and enjoyable. The 
teacher goes round the tables to comment and an-
swers questions as required. 

I design 20 hands on the topic of the day. This is 
built around five bidding sequences – if I’m teaching 
doubling 1NT, the sequences might be: 

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 1NT dbl pass
pass pass
 

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 1NT pass pass
pass
 

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 1NT dbl 2-suit
dbl etc.
 

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 1NT dbl 2-suit
pass pass 2/3-suit  etc.

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 1NT  dbl 2-suit
2/3-suit  etc.

The students bid five hands with these sequences, 
taking turns to open 1NT. They then do another batch 
of hands with similar sequences; the players remain 
in the same seats but are in a different position in 
the auction. If they have time to bid all 20 hands, 
each player will have experienced each sequence 
in all four positions at the table: opener, doubler/
overcaller, responder, and advancer (the name for 
the partner of the doubler/overcaller). They rarely 
have time to bid all the hands but the exercise en-
sures everyone understands the topic and they have 
the option of studying the hands at home from the 
homework/printout. 

If you would like a free PDF and/or Word copy of 
40 ‘bid only’ hands on the ‘weak no-trump battle-
ground’ with the text of two lessons, then email 

ildalziel@gmail.com 
If you are a bridge teacher and like this teaching 
method, you can use the Word version as a template 
for your own hands on any aspect of competitive 
bidding.

Previously published in Mr Bridge, UK
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RIVER CITY GOLD 

MIXED PAIRS 2024 
Hosted by TOOWONG BRIDGE CLUB 

  22 Roy Street AUCHENFLOWER QLD 4066 
 

Gold Masterpoints and ABF Playoff Qualifying Points (PQP) 

Residentially qualified pairs also play for the Queensland Mixed Pairs Title 
and the Queensland Novice Mixed Pairs Title 

 

Saturday 25th & Sunday 26th May  

9.30 am start both days 
   

$180 per entry      All ENTRIES and PAYMENTS on                       
 
 

• ABF Regulations as modified by the Supplementary Regulations apply 
• Green, Blue and Red systems and Brown Sticker Conventions and Treatments 
• Swiss Pairs – Matchpoints converted to VPs - 12 x 9 board matches 

 

LUNCH INCLUDED 
(Please advise beforehand if gluten free)  

 
Wellness Guidelines 

Players and officials are asked not to attend any event if they are 
infectious, or if they are supposed to be isolating or quarantining. 
Those who come to play and, feeling unwell, self-diagnose that they may 
be infectious, should inform the director and leave the venue. 

 Chief Director: Alan Gibson           Tournament Organiser: Janet Lovell 
E: tbccompetitions@gmail.com    T: 0409 387 527 

    

 
                                             

 manager@qldbridge.com.au  3351 8602 or 0412 064 903 

 
 



Today’s deal, our final one showcasing Margaret 
Bourke, might be posed first as an opening lead 
problem.

N/NS ] 6
 [ K Q 9 7 4
 } Q 7 3
 { Q 9 7 5
] K 10 9 8 3  ] J 7 5 2
[ J 8 5 3   [ 10 6
} 4   } A 10 9 6 2
{ 10 8 3   { J 4
 ] A Q 4
 [ A 2
 } K J 8 5
 { A K 6 2

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
 2[ 1 pass 2NT
pass 3[ 2 pass 6NT
all pass
1. Five hearts and a minor.
2. Maximum with clubs.

Opening lead: diamond four. 

It often pays to lead passively against 6NT when 
your opponents have bid there on raw power. If 
you lead from an unsupported honour only rarely 

will you be able to cash two tricks, or set up a trick 
to go with a sure winner. More frequently you will 
surrender a trick for no return.

West has no truly safe lead today, though. A major 
suit seems out, while leading from ten-third in a 
suit an opponent’s suit is not so appealing (partner 
could have the queen and dummy the jack, for 
example). But maybe this is better than leading a 
singleton around to a hand that could easily have 
length there.

When West selected a diamond, now whether East 
inserted the nine or won the ace, declarer had three 
diamond tricks. East actually won and returned the 
suit. Bourke won it on table and ran her minor-suits, 
West pitching four spades to retain his heart guard.

When declarer cashed three hearts ending in 
dummy, East showed out, leaving declarer with a 
guess. Had West started with five spades to the 
king and been squeezed between the majors, when 
declarer would need to play to the spade ace now, 
or did declarer simply need to take a finesse?

The clue lay with West’s choice of opening lead. 
With a spade sequence headed by the jack-ten-
nine-eight, West would have led that suit. Bourke 
duly played a spade to the ace, dropping the king.

The Aces on Bridge 
by Bobby Wolff

This article is taken from Bobby Wolff’s daily bridge column, The Aces on Bridge, which appears in 
various publications across the USA. The Aces On Bridge was started by Ira Corn, founder of The Aces, 
the first professional bridge team. Wolff, one of the original Aces, took over the column in 1982. In it he 

reveals the secrets of a championship bridge player to both tournament and at-home players.

penline.com.au
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A GAME 
AT THE CLUB

Barbara 
Travis

www.bridgeatbeaumont.com

I’ve recently had loads of hands that demonstrate 
‘counting’. Let’s start with one where the counting is 
relevant for both sides:

 ] K 8 5
 [ K Q J 2
 } —
 { A 10 9 7 6 4
] A J 10 9   ] 6 4
[ A 5 3   [ 9 7 4
} A J 8 5 2   } 10 7 6 4 3
{ 8   { 5 3 2
 ] Q 7 3 2
 [ 10 8 6
 } K Q 9
 { K Q J

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
1} dbl pass 3NT
all pass

First of all, South’s 3NT is a practical bid – the values 
for game, no long suit (and North has only guaran-
teed 3+ spades).

West leads the }5, dummy throws a spade, }10 - 
}Q. Declarer has six club tricks, but needs to estab-
lish two more tricks. So, let’s analyse the points on 
the deal. North-South have 26 HCP between their 
hands, so West will have all three aces in order to 
give them an opening bid. That makes it safe to lead 
a heart now (leading the clubs first will exert some 
pressure on the South hand, and also separate your 
transportation). 

Meantime, West should think about the points too. 
South responded 3NT, so they probably have 13 HCP. 
After the lead, dummy reveals their 13 HCP. West has 
14 HCP. Therefore, West already knows that East has 
0 HCP! That means that when they win the [A, they 

should just cash their aces, otherwise 3NT makes 11 
tricks, rather than 10 tricks.

Here’s a hand where you can actually work out part-
ner’s hand shape during the bidding. Sitting East, 
you hold:

] A Q J 7 5  [ Q J 6 3  } 7 6 5 2  { —

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
   pass
1{ 1} 1] 2}
pass pass ?

You are playing support doubles, so a double of 2} 
would show three spades (and 2] would guarantee 
four spades). So, using the auction, you know that 
partner has two spades and one diamond (given you 
have four diamonds). It is likely that they would rebid 
3{ with 7+ clubs, so they actually hold six clubs and 
four hearts. It is easy to rebid 2[ and reach 4[. Part-
ner held:

] 8 4   ] A Q J 7 5
[ K 9 8 4   [ Q J 6 3
} A   } 7 6 5 2
{ A J 10 9 8 7  { —

For the next hand, take the West seat. Here is the 
auction and your hand:

] Q 9 7
[ A Q 10 9 7
} 7
{ J 6 4 2
 Dummy
 ] K 8
 [ J 8 5 4
 } Q 9 2
 { K Q 7 3

N
W       E
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WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
pass 1} pass 1[
pass 2{ pass 3{ inviting

pass 3NT all pass
Partner leads the ]4 - eight - queen - three. At the 
table, the ]9 was returned but…

Think about North’s auction and hand shape. North 
has shown 5-4 in the minors, but denied four spades 
(they would have rebid 1] rather than 2{). There-
fore partner has five spades (which can also be 
worked out from the spade ‘spot’ cards. What does 
that mean for the heart suit? It means that declarer 
has only one heart. Cash the [A now, dropping de-
clarer’s [K! Now you can return the ]9, which part-
ner ducks to dummy’s king, keeping spade commu-
nications open. 

Declarer leads the }Q - seven - three - king. Part-
ner now leads a heart, finessing dummy’s jack; you 
win the [9 then return the spade to partner, who 
cashes three spade tricks, then leads their last heart 
through dummy, and you take another three heart 
tricks. Five hearts, four spades and one diamond = 
down six tricks! 

The contract went down three tricks on the spade 
return, since the [J blocked the suit, but it goes to 
show what stopping and analysing the hand can tell 
you about hand shape.

Partner thought I was some sort of genius on de-
fence on the final deal, but it was just another ex-
ample of counting – this time, helped by declarer:

 ] K 3
 [ Q J 6
 } A 9 7 6 4 3
 { J 7
] Q 8 5 2   ] 10 9 7 4
[ 10 7 3   [ A K 8
} Q 10 2   } K 8
{ 10 3 2   { 9 8 6 5
 ] A J 6
 [ 9 5 4 2
 } J 5
 { A K Q 4

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH
pass 1} pass 1[
pass 2} pass 3NT
all pass

When North played 3NT, the ]10 lead ensured 
defeat. However, where South was declarer the lead 
of the ]2 gave an additional spade trick, with the 
lead running around to the ]J. 

Personally, I would have tackled diamonds (the odds 
of a 3-2 break being 67.8%), by ducking one round 
of diamonds, then leading to the }A and ducking a 
diamond. The {J would be the re-entry to dummy.

Declarer took an inferior line, giving the defence 
a chance. He led a heart towards dummy’s Q-J, 
hoping for ‘split honours’ for his ninth trick. [2 
- three - jack - king. I returned a spade, to check 
what was happening in the suit, and dummy’s king 
won. Now declarer led a club to the queen to lead 
another low heart: seven - queen - ace. This was 
very revealing. Firstly, it indicated that he held the 
A-K-Q (and likely a small club too). Secondly, it re-
vealed that he wanted to lead towards the queen in 
dummy. It seemed that partner held the [10. 

Having won the [A, it was time to double-check my 
plan. I thought that declarer had started with ]AJx, 
{AKQx, four hearts to the nine, and a doubleton 
diamond. With three diamonds, he would certainly 
have tackled the diamond suit for the extra trick(s). 
As long as he didn’t hold the }Q, my plan would 
work, given partner held the [10. I led the }K. It 
looked spectacular, but it was based on counting. 

Declarer won the ace in dummy, hoping his jack 
would tangle the suit. But now he was failing in 
3NT. He led another heart, partner won her [10 
and cashed her }Q and }10, and mouthed “wow” 
at my switch.

Whilst it did look clever, it was just the product 
of (a) stopping and thinking, drawing conclusions 
from declarer’s various plays, and (b) counting de-
clarer’s shape.

It takes work. It takes training. It takes discipline. 
But it works.

For all your professional and personal insurance 
needs, including travel insurance.

Check out their web site at www.tbib.com.au

TONY BEMROSE INSURANCE BROKERS
PLAY YOUR CARDS RIGHT
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TBIB WESTERN  
SENIOR PAIRS 

29TH AND 30TH June 2024 

Gold Point Event 
For ABF Seniors’ events, a player must be born before 1 January 1961. 

Melville Bridge Club 
431 Canning Hwy, Melville 

Entries: MyABF (using MyABF credits) 

Entry fee: $200 per pair 

Director: Jonathan Free 

Scorer: Brian Wade 

Tournament Organiser:  
Josephine Dundas. Phone 0411477194. 

josephinedundas607@gmail.com 
 

Prizes: Reflect 50% of net income together with the support of TBIB 
sponsorship. A perpetual trophy will also be provided by TBIB. 

Prize Presentations & Cocktail Party 
Sunday approximately 4:30pm. 

Please note that there will be no lunch available. Lunches 
can be purchased 5 minutes away across the road. 



WORKSHOPS WITH WILL
with William Jenner-O’Shea

DEFENCE – THIRD-HAND PLAY
This months Workshop had 
a focus on defending, and 
specifically, some of the tech-
niques that the partner of the 
opening leader should use.

If your partner leads a low card at 
trick one, your first priority is to play high. Here is 
a simple example. Your partner leads the }5 and 
dummy plays the }2. Which card do you play.

 Dummy
  } 8 6 4 2
Partner  You
} 5   } K 10 6

Even though your king will likely lose to declarer’s 
ace, you must play the }K on the first trick. If you 
don’t play the king, declarer might win a cheap trick 
with the jack. Your king will force out the ace, and 
hopefully your partner has the queen.
Third Player, Play High.

In a later example, partner leads the {6, and dummy 
plays the {4: Dummy

  { 9 7 4
Partner  You
{ 6   { Q J 5

You should play high (not the five), but the {J is the 
correct card to play, not the queen. The main com-
ment from players was, “It doesn’t make a differ-
ence,” and while that is true from your perspective, 
playing the {J will help partner.

If declarer wins the {A, and your partner is holding 
the {K10863, they can study this trick carefully and 
note that the {J forced out declarer’s ace. If declarer 
has the {A and {Q, they would have won the {Q. 
Your partner knows that you have the {Q. If you play 
the {Q into declarer’s ace, partner has no idea who 
has the {J.
Play high, but play cheapest of equals.

Sometimes playing the “Cheapest of Equals” can be 
quite magical. Your partner leads the [2 and Dummy 
plays the [3:

 Dummy
  [ 10 6 3
Partner  You
[ 2   [ Q J 9 7

You need to play “high”, but to play the “cheapest 
high card” means you should play the [9. Note that 
the [7 is not high enough, and might concede a 
cheap trick to declarer’s [8. If your [9 forces out 
declarer’s ace, then partner will be able to place you 
with both the [Q and [J.

One final technique we discussed was that usually 
you should “cover an honour with an honour”. Here 
is an example, where your partner leads the ]6:

 Dummy
  ] Q 7 3
Partner  You
] 6   ] A J 9 2

If dummy plays the ]Q, you should cover with the 
]A (Cover an Honour, and Third Player High). Easy. 
Instead, if dummy plays the ]3, you should con-
sider saving your ace to catch dummy’s queen, and 
play the ]J. If your partner has the ]K, then the jack 
will win trick one. If declarer has the ]K, they can 
win that trick, but you can possibly catch dummy’s 
queen later and deny declarer two tricks. Playing the 
]A would mean that declarer can win two tricks (the 
]Q and ]K).

If dummy has an honour, use your honour to 
catch dummy’s honour.

Good players can usually work out where all the 
cards are, and these techniques will help your part-
ner to be a good player!

When you are defending, try to watch partner’s cards 
carefully to work out where the other high cards are.
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BOBBY RICHMAN PAIRS CHAMPIONSHIP
1 Ella Jacob - Philip Markey (pictured) 630
2 Alex Smirnov - Andy Hung (pictured)  612
3 Finn Kolesnik - Adam Kaplan (pictured)  589
4 Andre Korenhof - David Beauchamp  554
5 Sue Lusk - Viv Wood (pictured)  550
6 Stephen Burgess - Joan Butts  532
7 Warren Lazer - Pauline Gumby  531
8 Liz Adams - Shane Harrison  513
9 Liz Fisher - Blair Fisher  510
10 Hugh Mcalister - Diana Mcalister  506
10 David Weston - Julian Foster  506
12 John McMahon - Charles McMahon  502
13 Sue Southen - Pam Tibble  501
14 Anne Somerville - Murat Genc  500
15 Dagmar Neumann - Jodi Tutty  495
16 Joachim Haffer - Ron Cooper  487
17 Jeff Fust - Andrew Macready-Bryan  474
18 Liz Sylvester - Peter Gill  466
19 David Gue - Joshua Tomlin  451
20 Jan Randall - Don Cameron  351
B Michael Rosenberg - Geeske Joel
C Fraser Rew - Lakshmi Sunderasan (pictured)
D Axel Johannsson - Kate McCallum
E Malcolm Carter - Tony Hutton
F Georges Chatel - Herve Cheval
G Simon Hinge - Mimi Packer
H Linda Coli - Jamie Thompson
I Sonya & Shayne Palfreyman
J Bob Clarke - Therese Demarco
K Debbie McLeod - Brian Cleaver
L Lynne Milne - David Burn

INTERMEDIATE PAIRS 
1 Frangky Liogu - Ansar Amir  675.00
2 Pryor Rowland - Graham Cheater  577.00
3 Hannah O’Donnell - Lynda Young  572.00
4 Peter Coppin - Jennifer Hollingworth  542.00
5 Kevin Walker - Helen Walker  531.00
6 Don Robertson - Margaret Robertson 527.00
7 Davis Zhang - Lilly Jia  522.00
8 Eric Goodchild - David Ting 515.00
=B Richard Spelman - Lyn Tracey
=B Lanny Chan - Trevor Haley
C Jenny Rose - Ludo Onstein

RESTRICTED PAIRS
1 Tina Hesketh - Tony Georgeson (pictured) 600
2 Suzie Wall - Margaret Meakin  578.00
3 Megan Edwards - Michelle George 561.00
3 Thorsten Stanley - Bob Ure  561.00
5 Mike Morrissey - David Cumming  549.00
6 Michael Mandeltort - Dimity Burke  537.00
7 Jan Bennett - Derek Bartosh  524.00
8 Donald Patterson - Don Weerheim  516.00
B Andrea Pappas - Speros Pappas
C Carol Black - Rhonda Chantler

NOVICE PAIRS 
1 David Ward - Elizabeth Ward  646.33
2 Helen Klieve - Jenny Thompson  571.47
3 Paul Ruan - Kevin Gu  551.67
4 Marianne Cerkesas - Ivan Benko  548.22
5 Barbara Dunn - Michael Sput  538.67
6 Annie Lynch - Sandra Morris  535.22
7 Lynne Ross - Patricia Quinn  527.56
8 Jamie Luxton - Jeff Veling  522.11
B Margaret Cusack - Rhonda Khong
C Hanna Majewski - Joanne Saunders

 
 
 
 
 

Tournament results
Photos by Anne Russell

Gold Coast Open Pairs

1 2 3 5



SUNDAY ROOKIE PAIRS (NS)
1 Megan Raaen - Mitchell Raaen  67.28
2 Anita Liu - John Vass  60.88
3 Mark Lyons - Sue Lyons  60.58
4 Gill Long - Glen Lockington  56.06
5 Leonie Swann - Kathy Van Geest  53.53

SUNDAY ROOKIE PAIRS (EW)
1 Jen Pusey - Gillian Hibbard  61.34
2 Jennie Tucker - Mary Doneley  61.25
3 Chantelle Smalbil - Nigel Fellows  60.51
4 Alison Quinn - Bettina Groves  59.01
5 Janette White - Anne Munro  51.59

THURSDAY ROOKIE PAIRS (NS)
1 Grant & Philippa Wickman  68.86
2 Karen Johnston - Suzanne Adams  57.16
3 Brenda Templeton - John Vass  55.11
4 Mark Lyons - Sue Lyons  54.26
5 Jenni Darlington - Judy Bodkin  53.99

THURSDAY ROOKIE PAIRS (EW)
1 Sue Ledlie - George O’Brien  66.56
2 Jenni Hansen - Sandy Spies  59.21
3 Vivienne Polak - Frances Burns  55.93
4 Rosemary McBain - Robyn Gadsby  54.22
5 Susan Lee - Deirdre Lyell  54.10

0-50 MP PAIRS - TUESDAY
1 Bob Ren - Haijai Li  123.44
2 Josephine Kelly - Margot Tesch  116.46
3 Allan Adams - Graeme Lean  115.81
4 Pam Tidmarsh - Faye Fatseas  113.24
5 Di Taylor - Helen Ross-Johnson  110.77

0-50 MP PAIRS - WEDNESDAY
1 Paul Ruan - Kevin Gu  129.63
2 Anita Liu - Sharon Michael  124.96
3 Marie Low - Kiran Dutt  119.44
4 Ria Mylrea - Maureen McNamara  116.58
5 Bob Ren - Haijai Li  115.70

0-50 MP BUTLER SWISS PAIRS
1 Stephanie Price - Kyna Foo  86.07
2 Paul Ruan - Kevin Gu  84.82
3 Bob Ren - Haijai Li  78.88
4 Colin McGregor - Jenni Cover  77.87
5 Jenny Munro - Helen Blake  75.36

Gold Coast Pairs Events

REG AND JOAN SWISS PAIRS
Sunday 
Open: Heather Renton - Dianne Marler 
Restricted: Oliver Goodman - Mingshu Yang
Monday 
Open: Derek Evennett - Judy McLeod 
Restricted: Chris Scott - Denise Donald
Friday 
Natalie Bloch - Richard McLauchlan

IVY DAHLER BUTLER PAIRS
Open 
1 Finn Kolesnik - Justin Mill  147.09
2 Liam Milne - James Coutts  135.54
3 John & Charles Mcmahon  131.02
4 Anna St Clair - Dee Harley  128.70
5 Warren Lazer - Pauline Gumby  126.77
Intermediate 

1 Herman Louie - Christine Louie  143.92
2 Lalita Kanetkar - Ken Hubbell  133.81
3 Max Holewa - Diane Holewa  132.02
4 Jackin Clare - Eamonn McCabe  125.18
5 Oliver Goodman - Mingshu Yang  124.63
Restricted 

1 Jan Bennett - Derek Bartosh  141.59
2 Donald Patterson - Don Weerheim  138.23
3 Graham Cheater - Peter Farley  128.94
4 Thorsten Stanley - Bob Ure  125.91
5 Frank Broos - Harry Blamires  125.34
Novice 

1 Susan Macken - Jody Burchall  132.77
2 Helen Gillam - Micki Summers  132.08
3 Annie Shotter - Cathy Mathieson  125.33
4 Carol Findlay - Jenny Thompson  124.95
5 Jen Woodhouse - Greg Brackenreg  116.27



UNDER-1500 TEAMS
Abrams (Jeanette Abrams, Derek Maltz, Margaret Gidley-Baird, Peter Robinson) 149  
def Gibson (Wendy Gibson, Christine Newberry, Annette Corkhill, Chris Woolley) 81

INTERMEDIATE TEAMS
Young (Lynda Young, Philip Young, Hannah O’Donnell, Greg Nunn) 116  

def Jia (Lilly Jia, Davis Zhang, Jenny McGowan, Vanessa Brewis) 99

RESTRICTED TEAMS
Hampton (Jo Hampton, Caroline Caseley, Megan Eddy, Bridget Willcox) 128 def  
Theriault (Joann Theriault, Brenda Campbell, Sandra Velling, Eve Clarkson) 99

NOVICE TEAMS
Veling (Jeff Veling, Tracey Gieck, Sandy Close, Jamie Luxton) 82 def  

Lee (Jacinta Lee, Stephen Bennett, Louise Bennett, Debbie Carroll) 73

Gold Coast Restricted Teams Events



OPEN TEAMS FINAL 
WARE (Michael Ware, Tom Jacob, Matthew Thomson, Brian Mace, Pete Hollands, Hugh McGann) 87  

def DALLEY (Paul Dalley, Arlene Dalley, Tony Nunn, Ashley Bach) 77

OPEN TEAMS SEMI-FINALS 
DALLEY 105 def HAFFER (Ron Cooper, Joshua Tomlin, Joachim Haffer, Philip Markey, Ella Jacob, David Gue) 45 

WARE 116 def SPOONER (Matt Mullamphy, Mike Doecke, Andrew Spooner, Will Jenner-O’Shea) 102

Gold Coast Open Teams

OPEN TEAMS ROUND OF FOUR
HAFFER 56 def BEAUCHAMP (David Wiltshire, Sophie Ashton, David Beauchamp, Avinash Kanetkar) 48 

WARE 68 def YOSHKA (Michael Rosenberg, Debbie Rosenberg, Olivia Schireson, Max Schireson, Geeske Joel, Cadir Lee) 34

Tasmanian Festival Of Bridge

TBIB SWISS PAIRS
1 Pele Rankin - George Kozakos  149.06
2 Warren Lazer - Pauline Gumby  148.30
3 Avinash Kanetkar - Ron Klinger  144.53
4 Nigel Rosendorff - Peter Reynolds  142.49
5 Ella Jacob - Joshua Tomlin  139.75
6 Andrew Peake - Giselle Mundell  139.69
7 Martin Doran - Pauline Collett  135.50
8 Jeanette Reitzer - Matt Smith  135.26
9 Jenny Thompson - David Fryda  134.61
10 Sandra & Andrew Richman  132.47

MIXED SWISS PAIRS
1 Pele Rankin - George Kozakos  112.15
2 Jeanette Reitzer - Matt Smith  109.91
3 Ella Jacob - Joshua Tomlin  109.44
4 Andrew Peake - Giselle Mundell  107.60
5 David Beauchamp - Jodi Tutty  106.27

ROGER PENNY SENIOR SWISS
1 Vicky Lisle - Ian Lisle  116.40
2 Meg Sharp - Helen Clayton  114.09
3 George Bilski - Martin Bloom  110.90
4 Roger Swain - Felicity Wivell  109.35
5 David Robinson - Phil Beck  109.03

ROOKIE SWISS PAIRS
1 Starlette Beaumont - Margaret Cusack 77.74
2 Laura Best - Catherine Catt  68.48
3 Nola Calvert - Rex Calvert  64.70
4 Jackie Mair - Penny Padgett  60.35
5 Victoria Vyvyan - Lea Coulston  60.00

RESTRICTED SWISS PAIRS
1 Jeremy Reid - Seb Wright  139.10
2 Anka Saundry - Peter Saundry  132.86
3 Geraldine Carey - Engelina Poulton  113.65
4 Marleen Lynch - Rose Rowell  113.35
5 Jan Van Riel - Margaret Grant  109.91

Ware

Dalley Haffer

Spooner

Beauchamp Yoshka



Play like Legends 

Live like Locals 
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